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Chapter 5: Work and Energy	


Section 5.1	

Work	




Work	

--The scientific definition of work differs from!

how it is used in everyday life.!

Ex: !Everyday definition: Kim works as !
an accountant.!

Scientific definition: Kim lifts a box!
of records to a shelf.!



--Work equals force times distance. !!

W = F x d!



The Joule	

--The unit of work is a newton*meter (N*m),!

which is called a joule (J)!

EX: How much work is done when a stack of!
books with a mass of 12.0 kg is lifted from!
the table to a shelf 1.50 m above the tabletop?!

W = F x d!
W = (12.0 kg x 9.81 m/sec2) x 1.50 m!
W = 117.7 N x 1.50 m = 176.6 J!



--Work is only done if an object moves in the!
direction of the applied force.!

--The movement and the force must be in the!
same direction; only the component of the!
force in the direction of motion does work on!
the object.!



--If the force acts at an angle to the!
displacement then the work done may 
be found by taking:	
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EX: How much work is done by a force of!
20.0 N that acts at an angle of 25o to a boat!
that moves down the middle of a canal for a!
distance of 140.0 meters. (A second force!
perpendicular to the canal keeps the boat!
following the centerline of the canal.)!
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Wnet = Fnetd(cosθ)

  

€ 

Wnet = (20.0N)(140.0m)(cos25o )

€ 

Wnet = 2.54x103 N *m =  2.54x103  J



--A force that acts at right angles to the!
direction of motion of an object does not do!
work on the object because its speed does!
not change. ! ! ! ! ! !!

EX:   A person pushing on a wall does no work!
because the wall does not move.	


A person pushing on the side of a train!
does no work because the velocity!
of the train does not change.	


An object going around a circle does not!
have any work done on it by the!
centripetal force that is applied.	




--Work is a scalar quantity; but work may be!
positive or negative. Work is positive when the!
direction of work is in the same direction as!
the displacement of the object; work is negative!
when it acts opposite the displacement. !

--Kinetic or sliding friction does work against!
the motion of an object, and the work done!
is negative.	




--The sign of the work done on a moving object!
indicates whether the objects speed is!
increasing or decreasing; it the work is positive!
the speed increases and if the work is negative!
the speed decreases.!


